CLEAR PATH COACHING (CPC)
PREMISE
CPC engages and guides event marketers, best-selling authors and high-performance
coaches to double their profits (in 6-12 months) WITHOUT spending a dollar more on
advertising costs.

REQUIREMENTS
CPC candidates must produce $500K-$5.5 million in annual sales before becoming
eligible to apply to the CPC process as a client.

PURPOSE
CPC’s mission is to fulfill 3 specific business needs for accepted clients: (1) More
CERTAINTY on how to maximize their own client lifetime values, (2) More SIGNIFICANCE
recognized by industry leaders, (3) More GROWTH with no additional advertising costs.

EXECUTION
CPC is rooted in 17+ years of expertise to fulfill its promise to double profits without
additional marketing costs by optimizing:
(1) Curriculum Design, (2) Content Repurposing, (3) High-End Sales
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Assessments + Intakes to prep for Deep Dive (2 hours)
Deep Dive day in San Rafael, CA with Alex (8 hours)
Access to optimized “done-for-you” marketing funnels
Twelve recorded Zoom “huddles” with Alex (45 mins)
Emergency “clarity calls” via mobile (Up to 7 in total)

INVESTMENT
Option A: $30K via wire transfer (3% extra fee, if by credit card)
Option B: $15K (Deep Dive) + 2 monthly payments of $8K (60 days)

27 Reasons Why It’s Worth Exploring
if CPC Is an Ideal Fit for Your Biz
“Alex is one of the best
online networkers I
know. He really does his
research and gives before
he asks to receive.”

“Alex Mandossian is
legendary. He taught my
team a virtual marketing
model that double our profits
in less than a month!”

“Alex’s marketing strategies
work. We filled all the seats
at our Breakthrough to
Success seminar and had
a huge waiting list!”

“Alex can nail a target like no
one else I’ve ever seen. He
helps your dollars increase,
your revenues go up, and
your genius expand.”

“Alex is one of the masters
of marketing in the entire
world. He’s a professional
and really knows what he’s
talking about.”

“If you don’t know who
Alex Mandossian is, you’re
missing out on one of the
secrets to growing your
profits online and offline.”

DR. IVAN MISNER

VISHEN LAKHIANI

JACK CANFIELD

LISA NICHOLS

BRENDON BURCHARD

JOHN ASSARAF

“I consider Alex
Mandossian to be the king
of Electronic Marketing
because he not only have
“street smarts” with heart,
but he backs up every
strategy he teaches with
hard-tested Case Studies.”

“Alex is the master at
teaching the ‘outer game’
marketing. He has taught
me how to leverage the
power of virtual presentation
to accelerate the growth
my business and size of my
student body…”

“Alex is the ‘pre-eminent’
strategist at virtual and
electronic marketing.
Follow what he teaches
closely because he really
knows what he’s talking
about and gets his clients
and students rapid results.”

“In my 40+ years in
personal development,
I’ve never ever been with
anyone who interviews
as well as Alex. I now
know why he’s got such a
phenomenal reputation as
a Master Virtual Presenter.”

“Alex Mandossian is
hands-down the best virtual
interviewer I’ve ever worked
with and his ‘Virtual Book
Tour’ promotional strategy
really works. He can put any
book on the best-seller list!”

“I acknowledge Alex in my
presentations and talk about
how proud I am to have
worked with him. He is the
consummate pro and someone
I’ve admired as a seminal
marketer for many years!”

DAVID BACH

MARI SMITH

T. HARV EKER

BARBARA DEANGELIS

JAY ABRAHAM

BOB PROCTOR

“Alex Mandossian is a
true professional. I have
really enjoyed working
with him because of the
high-impact content
he delivers. I wish him
continued success with his
students in years ahead.”

“The strategies that
I learned from Alex
Mandossian have made me a
small fortune in my Internet
business. He is without
doubt one of the most
talented ‘virtual presenters’
I’ve ever known.”

“Alex’s marketing
techniques simply make
you money. I’ve never seen
so many strategies that
are so drop-dead powerful.
He converts the most
complicated ideas into
practical action plans!”

“My book ‘Payback Time’
was number one on the NY
Times Bestsellers list and I
thank Alex for his help
in making this happen.
His ‘Virtual Book Tours’
really work!”

“Alex’s marketing guidance
is so valuable to my team
and my launch. He is a
Master Virtual Presenter
who cares enough to
exceed your expectations!”

“I learned how to create
content and increase
participation with my
‘virtual’ audiences,
and make more money
by observing how Alex
conducts his online
presentations.”

BRIAN TRACY

TOM ANTION

JOE VITALE

“Alex is original
“Godfather of Ask”
and I’m so grateful his
wisdom, guidance and
blessing in carrying
forward the Ask Method.”

“Alex is a master marketer
who knows that learning
requires not only hearing
and applying, but also
forgetting and
remembering again.”

“To be a great maestro,
you must first play a lot of
bad notes. Alex knows that
his mistakes only make
him a better marketer.”

“Alex is one of my first
mentors and we often
shared the stage in the
very early days of Internet
Marketing seminars.”

“Alex is one of the pioneers
of digital marketing and
has the ability to teach
complex strategies in super
simple ways.”

“Alex knows how to enroll
our high-end War Room
Mastermind members
without appearing pushy or
manipulative.”

JEFFREY HAYZLETT

RYAN DEISS

PERRY BELCHER

ROLAND FRASIER

RYAN LEVESQUE

JOHN GRAY

BLAIR SINGER

PHIL TOWN

DEAN JACKSON

